Stick this sheet to card with the two columns from plate 3 on either side and the elliptical top shaped piece from plate 2. Cut it out all out and fold vertically forward at line A-A and backward at line B-B but leaving the top piece (from plate 2) flat.
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Cut out the semi-elliptical shape and glue to card leaving about 1cm of blank card around the edge and cut this to form a series of tabs. Stick the remaining part to card and cut out.

Fold this tab up and cut vertically to create a series of tabs to stick to the back of the arch cut out above after having curved this piece to shape.

CURTAIN TOP DROP
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The photographs show how the finished mounted stage front should look. Glue the arch onto the top of the folded stage front to line up with the side columns. The Toy Theatre should be built on a flat base board so that the bottom of the stage front can be stuck to it so that the sides are vertical.

It is a good idea to stiffen the back of the stage front with strips of wood to keep it flat.

Glue the orchestra strip to thin card, curve it and stick it by the tabs onto the lower boxes as shown in the photographs.

The curtain top drop should be stuck behind the proscenium arch so that it is set back a little.

The act drop below should be stuck to thick card with a blank piece above so that it can be raised and lowered.